The Dance TAG Helpful Hints

Three courses
- Dance Kinesiology
- Dance Composition
- Dance History

Requirements for TAG Approval in Dance
- Meets 70% of TAG outcomes
- Make certain the outcomes are reflected in the assignments and assessments (plan of work, course schedule, etc.)
- Check the course numbers, standards addressed, textbooks required and credit hour range

Primary reasons for Disapproval/Pending
- Objectives are not reflected in the course plan of work, course outline, or course schedule
- Assessment is not aligned to course outcomes
- Insufficient credit hour equivalency
- Does not meet 70% of the learning outcomes

Secondary reasons for Disapproval/Pending
- Course materials provided are insufficient or missing
- Lacks agreed upon TAG pre-req’s
- Does not address essential learning outcomes in a syllabus
- Lacks a course plan of work or detailed content outline